STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT
Canberra Racing Club Incorporated
THOROUGHBRED PARK
Saturday 23 March 2019

Weather: Fine
Track: Good (4).
Rail: 6 metres from the 1000 metres to the 350 meters where cutaway applies.

T. J. Davidson (Chairman), D. R. McLean, J. J. Whybrow, (Stewards), D. Riches (Starter),
P. Selmes (Assistant Starter) L. Milton (Swab), R. Debels Scales) J. Dorrington (Judge)
Dr J. Saltet (Veterinarian).

RACE 1: CANBERRA TOYOTA MAIDEN HANDICAP 1000M

Love Me Broke—Slow to begin. Near the 350 metres was steadied and lost ground after it
laid in close to the heels of Luckyshesperfect, which rolled outwards. When questioned,
short K. Nisbet stated that her mount, which was slightly slow to begin, failed to display any
early speed and raced greenly in the straight. She added that in her opinion the colt may
benefit from a step up in distance and the addition of blinkers. A post-race veterinary
examination of the colt did not detect any abnormalities. Stable representative
Ms T. Lambert could offer no explanation for the performance and advised it was now the
stable’s intention to apply blinkers to the colt. Ms Lambert was advised that Love Me Broke
must barrier trial to the satisfaction of Stewards before racing again.

Luminescent—Trainer Mr S. Englebrecht was fined $50 under AR106(1) for presenting the
mare to the mounting yard without blinkers. The blinkers were subsequently fitted behind
the barriers.

Colonel Penaga—Co-trainer Mr R. Price was fined $50 under AR206(2) for the late
application to remove the tongue tie from the gelding. Slow to begin.

Luckyshesperfect—Steadied near the 200 metres when Luminescent shifted out slightly. A
post-race veterinary examination of the filly found it to have a severe laceration to the off
hind superficial digital flexor tendon. The club’s veterinary surgeon immediately treated the
injury and administered pain relief.

Maxbux—Got its leg up on the running board of the barriers and was scratched by Stewards
acting on veterinary advice at 12.04 p.m. Stewards ordered that all investments on Maxbux
be refunded in full and further that all bets with bookmakers placed prior to 12.04 p.m. be
subject to the following deductions in the dollar on the face value of the ticket:

1st No What To Keep 0¢ win, 7¢ place
2nd Rum Cake 7¢ place
3rd Colonel Penaga 6¢ place

1
Rum Cake—Slow to begin.

Scary Spice—Blundered on jumping.

1st No What To Keep 2nd Rum Cake 3rd Colonel Penaga 4th Scary Spice

RACE 2: SYNERGY CLASS 1 HANDICAP 1000M
The Unknown Factor—Began awkwardly.

Srbska—Struck the running rail near the 400 metres.

Luxurial—Passing the 800 metres was steadied away from the heels of Miss Antares, which shifted in slightly.

Star Cash—Reared as the start was effected and lost ground (4L). Co-trainer Mr L. Clarke was advised that a warning would be placed against the mare’s barrier manners.

Glycerine Queen—B. McDougall was permitted to ride the filly half a kilogram overweight. Rider B. McDougall accidentally dropped his whip passing the 200 metres.

1st Feel The Knight 2nd The Unknown Factor 3rd Dreams of Platinum 4th Luxurial

RACE 3: HOLCIM MAIDEN HANDICAP 1300M
Exemplary Lad—Co-trainer Mr P. Jones was fined $100 under AR102(a) for failing to notify that the horse had been gelded. Slow to begin. Raced wide throughout and was carried wider on the home turn by Vermont.

Major Time—Shifted out under pressure in the straight.

Vermont—Bounded on jumping and lost ground. Rider Q. Krogh stated that passing the 700 metres his saddle shifted to the offside significantly resulting in his mount running wide on the home turn and placing him at a distinct disadvantage for the remainder of the event. A post-race veterinary examination found the gelding to be lame (2/5) in the off foreleg. Stable representative Ms L. Stanford was advised that a veterinary clearance must be submitted prior to the gelding racing again.

Cinnamon Cloud—Rider N. Barzalona was permitted to ride the filly half a kilogram overweight.

Quandary Lass—Attempted to buck after the start and lost ground. When questioned, B. Ryan (App.) stated that his mount attempted to buck shortly after the start and then refused to stretch out in the early and middle stages. Trainer Mr L. Price was advised that the horse must barrier trial to the satisfaction of Stewards before racing again. A post-race veterinary examination of the filly did not detect any abnormalities.

1st Major Time 2nd Brunela 3rd Myloveforlara 4th Cinnamon Cloud
**RACE 4: ROLFE PROPERTY SERVICES CLASS 1 & MAIDEN PLATE 2000M**

**Red My Mind**—Slow to begin.

**Expiredtime**—Slow to begin.

**Visavis**—Was scratched by order of the Stewards at 1.25 p.m. acting on veterinary advice when it was found to have a facial laceration. Stewards ordered that all investments on **Visavis** be refunded in full and further that all bets with bookmakers placed prior to 1.25 p.m. be subject to the following deductions in the dollar on the face value of the ticket:

1st **Pride Of Kalaru** 9¢ win, 9¢ place
2nd **Lord Desanimaux** 9¢ place
3rd **Red My Mind** 11¢ place

**Lord Desanimaux**—Trainer Mr T. Robertson was fined $50 under AR106(1) for presenting the gelding without a tongue tie.

**Pride Of Kalaru**—Shifted out abruptly after the start.

**Street Cred**—Bumped near the 400 metres by **Lord Desanimaux**.

**Generous Dane**—Change of tactics: if circumstances permit to be ridden further forward; settled back.

1st **Pride Of Kalaru** 2nd **Lord Desanimaux** 3rd **Red My Mind** 4th **Street Cred**

**RACE 5: CANBERRA OUTLET BENCHMARK 65 HANDICAP 1000M**

**Mystic Moon**—Blundered on jumping and hampered shortly after. When questioned, C. Gravener (App.) stated she had planned taking up a forward position but after being slowly away she settled further back than anticipated. She added that after straightening the mare was taken inwards to continue to improve and once clear it had found the line well. A post-race veterinary examination found the mare to be displaying poor post-race recovery.

**Exaggerate**—Began awkwardly, shifted in and hampered **Mystic Moon**.

**Indicators On**—Bumped on jumping and then crowded shortly after.

**Romeo Vella**—Bumped on jumping and then crowded shortly after.

**Le Dejeuner**—Knuckled on jumping. When questioned B. Ryan stated that he had anticipated taking up a forward position, however when his mount began awkwardly he was obliged to race wide throughout and was carried wider on the home turn. He added that when placed under pressure the mare did not respond and in his opinion did not appreciate the shifty track conditions. A post-race veterinary examination found the mare to be displaying poor post-race recovery.
Denman Diva—Approaching the 900 metres was steadied when crowded between Le Dejeuner and Prince Jacko, which was carried outwards slightly by Dangerous Breeding.

1st Dangerous Breeding 2nd Emerald Fortune 3rd Exaggerate 4th Prince Jacko

RACE 6: TAB FEDERAL – BENCHMARK 55 HANDICAP 1400M

Imitation Game—Slow to begin and then crowded shortly after. Checked near the 1300 metres. At a subsequent inquiry App. C. Gravener pleaded guilty to a charge of careless riding under AR131(a) in that near the 1300 metres she did permit Zuzzudio to shift inwards when insufficiently clear of Imitation Game, which checked. App. Gravener’s permit to ride in races was suspended for a period to commence at the expiration of a suspension incurred at the Albury race meeting on Thursday 21 March 2019 and therefore to commence on Saturday 6 April 2019 and to expire on Saturday 13 April 2019, on which day she may ride.

Supreme Lad—Made the home turn wide.

Heaven On Earth—Bumped on jumping.

Upper House—Was scratched by order of the Stewards at 3.05 p.m. as it had blood present in its nearside nostril. Trainer Mr N. Gardiner was advised that under the provisions of AR79(4) Upper House must gallop 1000 metres in the presence of a Steward before racing again. Stewards ordered that all investments on Upper House be refunded in full and further that all bets with bookmakers placed prior to 3.05 p.m. be subject to the following deductions in the dollar on the face value of the ticket:

1st High Street 4¢ win, 5¢ place
2nd Heaven on Earth 5¢ place
3rd Monte Majura 5¢ place

Dictation—Bumped on jumping.

Zuzzudio—Began awkwardly and shifted in abruptly.

The Fancy Jonesgirl—Hampered near the 50 metres when Isadora Twinkle (K. Nisbet) shifted out when not quite clear. K. Nisbet was advised to exercise more care.

Arithmetic—Laid inwards in the early part of the straight.

1st High Street 2nd Heaven on Earth 3rd Monte Majura 4th Isadora Twinkle

RACE 7: CAPITAL AIR BENCHMARK 65 HANDICAP 1600M

Transact—Was bumped on jumping and crowded shortly after.

Napoli—Slow to begin. When questioned, S. Guymer explained that after being slow to begin his mount failed to muster early speed, never travelled and was on and off the bridle throughout. He added that when placed under pressure in the straight his mount
disappointed in its failure to respond. A post-race veterinary examination of the gelding did not reveal any abnormalities.

1st Subban 2nd Belfast Bella 3rd Transact 4th Dream Builder

**SWAB SAMPLES:**
Swab samples were taken from all winners.

| SUMMARY |
|------------------|------------------|
| **Warnings:** | Race 2: Star Cash—warning—barrier manners. |
| **Fines:** | Race 1: Trainer Mr S. Englebrecht fined $50 (AR106(1)).  Race 1: Co-trainer Mr R. Price fined $50 (AR206(2)).  Race 3: Co-trainer Mr P. Jones fined $100 (AR102(a)).  Race 4: Mr T. Robertson fined $50 (AR106(1)). |
| **Reprimands:** | Nil. |
| **Suspensions:** | Race 6: C. Gravener suspended from Saturday 6 April 2019 until Saturday 13 April 2019 (A131(a)). |
| **Bleeders:** | Race 6: Upper House—to gallop 1000 metres (AR179(4)). |
| **Trials:** | Race 1: Love Me Broke—to barrier trial—uncompetitive.  Race 3: Quandary Lass—to barrier trial—bucked. |
| **Vet Certificates:** | Race 3: Vermont—veterinary clearance—lame off foreleg. |
| **Falls/Injuries:** | Nil. |
| **Protests:** | Nil. |
| **Follow up:** | Nil. |
| **Change of Colours:** | Nil. |
| **Gear Changes:** | Nil. |
| **Disqualifications:** | Nil. |